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WEIGHT 1 THROW 2

54
5

FLYING HEADBUTT
(ROCKET) 2 2S 2 -

HALF-FLING 
(SHOVE 2) 3 2S 1C 2 6

HALFLING BRAWLERHALFLING BRAWLERHALFLING BRAWLER
+1+1+1+1
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WEIGHT 1 THROW 2

5

HALFLING GRAPPLERHALFLING GRAPPLERHALFLING GRAPPLER

4
5

SLEEPER HOLD
(DAZED) 2 1C+1 2 -

BOWLING BOMB 3 2S 3 6

+1+1+1+1
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RNGDMGATTAP
WEIGHT 2 THROW 4

4

HUMAN BRAWLERHUMAN BRAWLERHUMAN BRAWLER

4
7

CLOTHES LINE
(KNOCKDOWN) 2 2S 1C 1 -

SKULL-CRACKING ELBOW 3 3S 4 5

+1+1+1+1
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RNGDMGATTAP
WEIGHT 2 THROW 4

4

HUMAN GRAPPLERHUMAN GRAPPLERHUMAN GRAPPLER

4
7

LEG LOCK
(-2AP) 2 1S 1C+1 1 -

450 SPLASH 
(DEVASTATING) 3 3S 3 5

+1+1+1+1
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RNGDMGATTAP
WEIGHT 3 THROW 5

3

OGRE BULLYOGRE BULLYOGRE BULLY

3
10

CHOKE SLAM
(KNOCKDOWN) 2 1G 1S 2 -

BULLDOZE 
(DAZED) 2 1G 1S 1C 2 -

BELLY BOMB BONANZA! 
(DEVASTATING) 3 2G 4 5

+1+1+1+1



KAISER’S PALACE

1AP - DYNAMO
Although he’s small, there’s not stopping this Halfling 
once he gets going! 
This wrestler receives 1 (+AP) counter and 
1 (+MP) counter.

150K

HALFLING BRAWLERHALFLING BRAWLERHALFLING BRAWLER

DID YOU KNOW? 
Kaiser’s Palace never used to allow Halflings to wrestle 

in RUMBLESLAM.

Kaiser’s has always been seen as a classy casino, but at 
the start they might have taken it too far. With such 

class came an age restriction. Rather than carding on 
entry, the owner (Smithens Archibald III) decided to 
simply put a “you must be this high to enter” barrier 

at the doors.

It lasted about a month before a particularly violent 
Halfling arrived, wanting to get in. Despite being 

well over the age limit, the bouncers denied his entry. 
Five minutes later when Smithens got to the door his 
door staff lay crumpled in a heap moaning. Smithens 
saw the error of his ways and gave the Halfling a job 

on the spot!



KAISER’S PALACE

2AP - DON’T PICK ON THE LITTLE GUY
He’s been knocked around one too many times. Watch 
out, it’s time for revenge! 
This wrestler’s GRP becomes 2G until the end of his 
next activation.

150K

HALFLING GRAPPLERHALFLING GRAPPLERHALFLING GRAPPLER

DID YOU KNOW? 
The least successful Halfling wrestler of all time was 
Littlefoot Molly. And it’s nothing to do with his skill 

in the ring!

By all accounts Molly was a very gifted wrestler, and 
got fast-tracked through the Kaiser’s wrestling school. 

However, in his first match he got KO’d in the first 
round by a Troll that had a sleep spell cast on it, falling 
on Littlefoot and technically pinning him. After that 

match, Littlefoot Molly discovered the famous Kaiser’s 
Palace 10-Continent Buffet.

The bosses of Kaiser’s decided that actually he was a 
much more popular attraction at the buffet table, and 

paid his food bills instead!



KAISER’S PALACE

1AP - ELASTIC EVERYWHERE
Boiiiiiing!

Every friendly wrestler’s Rope Attacks and Abilities deal 
+1DMG until the end of the round.

200K

HUMAN BRAWLERHUMAN BRAWLERHUMAN BRAWLER

DID YOU KNOW? 
The tension and composition of the ropes at Kaiser’s Palace 

change depending on which ring you’re fighting in.

The Arena is tightened for middle-weight speed, while 
the Colosseum ropes are tightened as much as possible for 

minimum distance and maximum damage.

Pit of the Gods has super light-weight angel-hair ropes, 
allowing for added distance. However, the Hades Vault 
replaces its standard rope for infernal tether - anyone 

bouncing from them is guaranteed to score a KO - or if 
they miss, will be KO’d themselves!

One of the most exciting events is the leap across the 
Colossus Gorge ring: the ropes have to be perfect, as 

one wrong move sees wrestlers fall into the water trap 
between the two halves of the ring!



KAISER’S PALACE

1AP - FOLLOW MY LEAD
This wrestler is so great, anyone would get inspired - 
sometimes he even inspires himself !

One friendly wrestler gains 1 (+AP) counter.

200K

HUMAN GRAPPLERHUMAN GRAPPLERHUMAN GRAPPLER

DID YOU KNOW? 
Before each match, the Heavy Pounders 

huddle for a pep-talk.

Being the proud and boastful type, these talks can 
sometimes last several hours as each member tells of 

how and why every other wrestler should get psyched, 
recounting each person’s achievements.

It’s actually quite touching, and more often than not 
ends in tears and a big group hug.



KAISER’S PALACE

2AP - GETTING BLOODY
TIME TO BOOT THE BOOT IN, LADS! 
Put 3 Copper dice on this wrestler’s card. Until the end 
of the round, any time a friendly wrestler makes a roll, 
you may add 1 of these dice to that roll.

275K

OGRE BULLYOGRE BULLYOGRE BULLY

DID YOU KNOW? 
The Ogres of Kaiser’s Palace are very talented!

Ogre wrestlers are dime a dozen - something about 
smashing people’s faces encourages lots to apply. So each 
Ogre has to really impress the recruiters. Usually they 
market themselves with extra talents that the Palace 
can use either in the casino, or to drum up interest. A 

few examples:

- Bulk the Ogre has a very successful cooking show: 
Bulking with Bulk. 

- Crush is the winner of 10 calligraphy championships. 
- Maul teaches under-priviledged Gnolls ballet. 

- Stomper, Master of Blood and Carnage came in 4th 
place in last year’s Dancing With the Literal Stars: 

A Celestial Wizard’s Experience.
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